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Abstract  21 

Objectives: To test two hypothesized models of how anticipated affect, cognitive risk estimate and 22 

vaccination intention might influence vaccination uptake against seasonal influenza.  23 

Methods: The study collected baseline and follow-up data during the main influenza seasons (January-24 

March) of 2009 and 2010, respectively, among 507 university students and staff of a university in Hong 25 

Kong. Following logistic regression to determine eligible variables, two mediation models of cognitive 26 

risk estimate, anticipated affect, vaccination intention and vaccination uptake against seasonal influenza 27 

were tested using structural equation modeling.  28 

Results: Mediation analyses found that anticipated worry if not vaccinated influenced seasonal influenza 29 

vaccination uptake through its effects on either perceived probability of influenza infection (β=0.45) or 30 

intention (β=0.45) while anticipated regret if not vaccinated influenced vaccination uptake through its 31 

effect on intention (β=0.45) only; anticipated regret if vaccinated impeded vaccination uptake indirectly 32 

through its effect on vaccination intention (β=-0.26) or directly (β=-0.20); perceived probability of 33 

influenza infection influenced vaccination uptake through its effect on intention (β=0.20) or directly 34 

(β=0.22); and finally, intention influenced vaccination uptake directly (β=0.58).  35 

Conclusion: The results suggest that anticipated affect seems to drive risk estimates related to seasonal 36 

influenza vaccination rather than vice versa and intention remains an important mediator of the 37 

associations of anticipated affect and cognitive risk estimate with vaccination uptake against seasonal 38 

influenza.  39 

 40 
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Introduction 42 

Vaccination uptake against seasonal influenza remains low for both priority groups and healthy 43 

population worldwide [1-5]. Perceived risk of influenza, mostly conceptualized as cognitive risk estimates 44 

such as perceived likelihood/probability of contracting infection (perceived susceptibility) and perceived 45 

severity of the infection, has been considered crucial for decision-making on vaccination uptake [6]. 46 

Perceived susceptibility and perceived severity are core components of cognitive behavioral models such 47 

as the Health Belief Model and Protection Motivation Theory for predicting health behavioral change [7, 48 

8]. However, cognitive behavioral models have been frequently criticized for treating human beings as 49 

emotionless and failing to accommodate the influence of affect [9]. More recent studies address 50 

cognitive-affective dual processing influences in decisions about health protective behaviors [10, 11]. The 51 

affect-loaded constructs, worry and regret, have received most scrutiny. These concepts reflect primarily 52 

ruminative processes that have a strong negative affective overlay. Worry and regret were found to be 53 

strongly associated with both vaccination intention or vaccination uptake [12-18]. Some data suggest that 54 

anticipated worry and anticipated regret (anticipated affect), are better predictors than cognitive risk 55 

estimates in predicting vaccination uptake [13-15]. In correlational studies, anticipated affect, rather than 56 

the actually experienced affect at the time of decision (immediate affect), partly mediated the effects of 57 

cognitive risk estimate on subsequent influenza vaccination uptake [13]. However, empirical studies 58 

seldom indicate how the anticipation of affective activation might cause reported behavioral change. Do 59 

heightened risk estimates generate higher anticipated affect thereby motivating individuals to act? Or, 60 

alternatively does greater anticipated affect causes heightened risk estimates which instead motivates 61 

action? The risk-as-feeling hypothesis proposes that anticipated affect predicts cognitive risk estimate and 62 

the current affect both of which predict behavioral change, providing theoretical support for the 63 

alternative explanation [19].  64 

 65 

Intention is considered the most proximal and therefore strongest predictor of actual behavioral change in 66 

existing cognitive behavioral theories [9]. However, previous mediation analyses did not includ 67 
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vaccination intention as the mediator for the relationship between cognitive risk estimate/anticipated 68 

affect and actual vaccination uptake in the mediation model [13]. Therefore, it remains unknown how 69 

much cognitive risk estimate/anticipated affect influences vaccination uptake directly, versus indirectly by 70 

modifying intention, or both. Previous studies used anticipated regret as an important component of the 71 

extended version of Theory of Planned Behavior to predict intention to receive influenza vaccine [12, 17, 72 

20, 21], suggesting that intention is considered important for bridging anticipated affect and actual 73 

behavioral change. In one recent study, anticipated affect remained a strong predictor of vaccination 74 

uptake even after controlling for vaccination intention, suggesting a direct effect of anticipated affect on 75 

vaccination uptake [15]. Traditionally, researchers test simple mediation models which include only a 76 

single mediator though several potential mediators may be available [22]. This is possibly due to arcane 77 

analytic methods for simultaneous tests of multiple mediators in a single model. Recent applications of 78 

structural equation modeling (SEM) enable optimal simultaneous estimation of multiple mediators 79 

through greater flexibility in model specification and estimation [22]. Apart from testing more complex 80 

mediation models, SEM also provides model fit indices which can indicate potential causal associations 81 

even with only correlational data [23]. Obtaining a more comprehensive picture of the role anticipated 82 

affect plays in predicting vaccination uptake requires the inclusion of vaccination intention in the 83 

mediation analysis and tests of the mediation model using SEM.  84 

 85 

Building on previous work [13] we conducted a two-wave longitudinal study to understand the role of 86 

anticipated affect (worry and regret) in predicting seasonal influenza vaccination uptake in Hong Kong 87 

Chinese adults. Fig. 1 depicts the conceptual framework for the mediation relationships. Two exclusive 88 

hypotheses were made for the relationships between cognitive risk estimate  and anticipated affect, 89 

represented in two hypothesized models: Model I adopted Path I , reflecting anticipated affect mediating 90 

the associations of cognitive risk estimate with both vaccination intention and subsequent vaccination 91 

uptake; Model II adopted Path II  an alternative formulation where cognitive risk estimate mediates the 92 

associations of anticipated affect with vaccination intention and subsequent vaccination uptake. In both 93 
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models, intention was hypothesized to mediate the associations of anticipated affect and cognitive risk 94 

estimate with vaccination uptake (Fig. 1). The objectives of this study was to disentangle the relationships 95 

among cognitive risk estimate, anticipated affect, seasonal influenza vaccination intention and vaccination 96 

uptake with SEM by testing these two hypothesized models (Fig. 1).  97 

 98 

Methods 99 

Procedure and participants 100 

The major influenza season usually extends from January to March in Hong Kong [24]. Annual seasonal 101 

influenza vaccination campaign is held around October or November to encourage individuals to take the 102 

vaccine before the onset of the major influenza season. This study was conducted during the major 103 

influenza season in Hong Kong with the baseline data collected in January-March 2009 and with follow-104 

up data collected in January-March 2010  105 

 106 

Following ethics approval from the Institutional Review Board of the City University of Hong Kong 107 

(CityU), an email inviting participation in the study was sent out to a random sample of students, faculty 108 

and staff drawn from the list of email addresses of CityU during the data collection periods. Participants 109 

who were willing to participate in the survey could click the hyperlink connecting to the web 110 

questionnaire in the email and complete the online questionnaire. Weekly reminders were sent to target 111 

participants who had not yet participated in the study to improve response rate.  112 

 113 

Measures 114 

The questionnaire content was based on previous studies [13, 14] and pre-tested for translation accuracy, 115 

acceptability, and comprehensibility before being uploaded to the university intranet website. The 116 

baseline and follow-up surveys collected similar data that mainly focused on risk perception (both 117 

cognitive and cognitive-affective), vaccination intention and vaccination uptake regarding seasonal 118 

influenza. However, unexpectedly the 2009 influenza A/H1N1 pandemic began in June 2009, extending 119 
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till November 2009 in Hong Kong [25]. Therefore, in the follow-up survey, 21 new items on perceptions 120 

and vaccination related to A/H1N1 were also included in the questionnaire but were excluded in the 121 

current analysis. This study obtained data of anticipated affect, cognitive risk estimate, vaccination 122 

intention and demographic data from the baseline survey and vaccination uptake against seasonal 123 

influenza from the follow-up survey. Details of the measures for this study are described below.  124 

 125 

Anticipated affect: Paired items assessed anticipated worry and anticipated regret, respectively. For 126 

anticipated worry, item pairs were framed for either being or not being vaccinated against seasonal 127 

influenza. Specifically, respondents were asked "How much worry would you feel about contracting flu 128 

during the coming year if you were (were not) to get the flu shot?" For anticipated regret another item pair 129 

were framed for either being or not being vaccinated against seasonal influenza then subsequently 130 

developing influenza in the coming year. Respondents were asked "How much regret you would feel 131 

during the coming year if you were (were not) to get the flu shot and subsequently get the flu?" Responses 132 

for these four items were four-point categorical options ranging from "1=no worry/regret at all" to 133 

"4=extreme worry/regret".   134 

 135 

Cognitive risk estimates Cognitive risk estimates comprised assessment of perceived probability and 136 

perceived severity of influenza infection. A seven-point categorical scale was used for measuring 137 

respondents' estimate of the risk probability of influenza infection if not vaccinated. Specifically, 138 

respondents were asked to indicate the probability (from "1=almost zero" to "7=almost certain") in 139 

response to the statement: "If I don't get the ‘flu shot, I think my chances of getting flu next year would 140 

be ...". Respondents were also asked to estimate the severity of that influenza infection by responding to 141 

"How much would the illness interfere with your daily activities (e.g., work, school, or housework) if you 142 

got flu this year?". Response options for this question were on an 11-point ordinal scale of severity from 143 

"0=no interference" to "10=unable to carry on any activity".  144 

 145 
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Vaccination intention Respondents were asked how likely it was that they would undergo vaccination 146 

against seasonal influenza in the coming 12 months; responses ranged from "1=extremely likely" to 147 

"6=very unlikely". For subsequent analysis this score was re-coded so that higher values indicated greater 148 

intention to vaccinate. 149 

 150 

Except for the above variables, respondents' demographic details including age, gender, marital status, 151 

occupation (employee/student) education attainment, and prior seasonal influenza vaccination history 152 

(Yes/No) were also obtained from the baseline survey. 153 

 154 

Vaccination uptake Vaccination uptake against seasonal influenza was obtained from the follow-up 155 

survey. Respondents were asked whether they had received at least one dose of influenza vaccine during 156 

the preceding 12 months (Yes/No).  157 

 158 

Data analysis 159 

Demographic differences between respondents who completed both waves of the survey and those lost to 160 

follow-up, and between those who received influenza vaccine in the follow-up and those who did not 161 

were tested with Pearson Chi-square test. The hypothesized mediation associations (Fig. 1) were first 162 

tested based on the several criteria for mediation popularized by Baron and Kenny [26] that the 163 

independent variable, mediator and outcome variable are significantly correlated and the initial effect of 164 

the independent variable on the outcome variable is substantially reduced after controlling for the 165 

mediator. Specifically, zero-order correlations between cognitive risk estimate, anticipated affect, 166 

vaccination intention and vaccination uptake were first calculated. Then, a series of multivariate logistic 167 

regression was performed to examine (1) the initial effect of each variable of cognitive risk estimate, 168 

anticipated affect and vaccination intention on vaccination uptake, (2) whether including cognitive risk 169 

estimate and anticipated affect simultaneously in the regression model could substantially reduce the 170 

initial effect of each individual variable or not, and (3) whether the effects of cognitive risk estimate and 171 
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anticipated affect could be substantially reduced after including intention as an additional predictor in the 172 

model. All logistic regression models were adjusted for significant demographics and past seasonal 173 

influenza vaccination, a known predictor of perceptions, vaccination intention and vaccination uptake [13, 174 

15, 27] thereby a potential confounder influencing the relationships (Fig. 1) under examination.  If 175 

relative mediation emerged [26], the hypothesized mediation models were further tested using Mplus 176 

software with SEM [28]. To test the model, all variables for the mediation model were entered into the 177 

SEM simultaneously. Standardized parameters (β) for each path in the model were assessed with mean 178 

and variance adjusted weighed least squares estimation. The fit of the model was evaluated with several 179 

model fit indices provided in Mplus, where the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) >0.90, Tucker Lewis Index 180 

(TLI) >0.90 and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) <0.05 indicate good model fit to 181 

the data [23]. All statistics with a p-value <0.05 were considered significant. 182 

 183 

Results 184 

Participants 185 

By the end of March 2009 over the 12-week data collection period, 1761 participants had completed the 186 

baseline survey (~35% of the 5000 invited employees and students of CityU), of which, 525 (30%, 187 

525/1761) completed the follow-up survey at the end of March 2010. Compared to those completed the 188 

follow-up surveys, respondents lost to follow-up were only slightly younger (Table 1). Around 14% of 189 

the 525 respondents reported having had been vaccinated against influenza in the follow-up survey. 190 

Vaccination status at follow-up significantly differed by age, marital status, occupation, past influenza 191 

vaccination and baseline vaccination intention (Table 1). Of the 525 respondents who completed the 192 

follow-up survey, 18 (3%) reported they had received A/H1N1 vaccine. These subjects were excluded to 193 

minimize potential influence of A/H1N1 vaccination on uptake of seasonal influenza vaccination, leaving 194 

507 subjects for the following analysis.  195 

 196 

Correlations of cognitive risk estimate, anticipated affect, vaccination intention and vaccination uptake 197 
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All variables of cognitive risk estimates and anticipated affect were positively associated with vaccination 198 

intention and vaccination uptake except that anticipated regret if vaccinated was negatively associated 199 

with vaccination intention and vaccination uptake and that anticipated worry if vaccinated was not 200 

significantly associated with vaccination uptake; cognitive risk estimate and anticipated affect variables 201 

were positively correlated except for anticipated regret if vaccinated  (Table 2).  202 

 203 

Regression analyses 204 

Models 1-7 showed that after adjusting for significant demographics and past flu vaccination, all 205 

cognitive risk estimate, anticipated affect and vaccination intention variables remained significant 206 

predictors of subsequent vaccination uptake, except for perceived severity of influenza and anticipated 207 

worry if vaccinated which were therefore excluded from subsequent regression analysis (Table 3). When 208 

perceived probability of infection and anticipated affect were included simultaneously in the regression 209 

model (Model 8), the initial effect of each individual variable on vaccination uptake were substantially 210 

reduced except for anticipated regret if vaccinated, but all remained significant (Table 3). Finally, in 211 

Model 9 after vaccination intention was additionally included, the effects of perceived probability of 212 

infection and anticipated affect on vaccination uptake became non-significant though small effects on 213 

vaccination uptake from perceived probability of infection and anticipated regret if vaccinated still existed 214 

(Table 3).  215 

 216 

The SEM analyses 217 

Based on the results of the above analyses and the conceptual framework (Fig. 1), the following two 218 

hypothesized models were tested:  Model I, anticipated worry and regret if not vaccinated partially 219 

mediate the effect of perceived probability of infection on vaccination intention; Model II, perceived 220 

probability of infection partially mediated the effects of anticipated worry and regret if not vaccinated on 221 

vaccination intention; and in both models intention was hypothesized to partially mediate the effects of 222 
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perceived probability of infection and anticipated regret if vaccinated and completely mediate the effects 223 

of anticipated worry and anticipated regret if not vaccinated on vaccination uptake. 224 

 225 

Using SEM, Model I resulted in a poor fit to the data, with CFI=0.888, TLI=0.686 and RMSEA=0.157 226 

(Fig. 2), suggesting that this mediation model was mis-specified. In contrast, Model II showed a good fit 227 

with CFI=0.996, TLI=0.983 and RMSEA=0.036. Further removing a non-significant path from 228 

anticipated regret if not vaccinated to perceived probability of infection (β=0.05, p=0.140) did not 229 

degrade the model fit indices (CFI=0.994, TLI=0.981 and RMSEA=0.038) and produced a more 230 

parsimonious model (The modified Model II in Fig.2). The SEM analysis suggests that the mediation 231 

relationships specified in the modified version of Model II were supported. The modified Model II 232 

showed that anticipated worry if not vaccinated affected vaccination uptake by influencing perceived 233 

probability of infection (β=0.45) and vaccination intention (β=0.22); anticipated regret if not vaccinated 234 

affected vaccination uptake only by influencing vaccination intention (β=0.32); anticipated regret if 235 

vaccinated affected vaccination uptake either indirectly through its negative effect on vaccination 236 

intention (β=-0.26) or directly (β=-0.20); perceived probability of infection affected vaccination uptake 237 

either indirectly through its effect on vaccination intention (β=0.20) or directly (β=0.22); vaccination 238 

intention affected vaccination uptake directly (β =0.58); finally, this  model explained a total of 56.0% 239 

variance in vaccination uptake against seasonal influenza (Fig. 2).  240 

 241 

Discussion 242 

These findings reflect the influences of anticipated affect on seasonal influenza vaccination uptake in this 243 

Chinese sample. Previous studies of anticipated reductions in (negative) affective states (emotional 244 

benefits) from influenza vaccination reported that the anticipation of more emotional benefits from 245 

vaccination drove subsequent influenza vaccination uptake [13, 15]. However, in our sample, while 246 

anticipated worry if not vaccinated significantly predicted vaccination uptake, anticipated worry if 247 

vaccinated did not seem to negatively predict vaccination uptake, probably because this scenario is highly 248 
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unlikely. Respondents in this study generally anticipated more regret following vaccination than when not 249 

vaccinated, which is inconsistent with reports based on western samples [13], suggesting omission bias 250 

might influence vaccination uptake among Chinese. Omission bias refers to greater anticipated regret for 251 

the consequence of action rather than inaction, and is an important barrier to vaccination uptake [18, 29, 252 

30].  253 

 254 

The mediation analyses suggest that cognitive risk estimate can partially mediate the association between 255 

anticipated worry and vaccination uptake. Intention totally mediated the associations of anticipated worry 256 

and regret if not vaccinated with vaccination uptake but only partially mediated the associations of 257 

anticipated regret if vaccinated and perceived probability of infection with vaccination uptake.  258 

 259 

Previous studies proposed that anticipated affect mediated the association between cognitive risk estimate 260 

and vaccination uptake [13]. Our study suggests a different mechanism: that anticipating more worry 261 

about not being vaccinated leads to higher risk probability estimate, which in turn motivates people to 262 

take vaccination. Controversy remains over whether affect precedes cognitive appraisal or vice versa or if 263 

the two are interactive [31]. Affect functions as if it were primarily a motivation-signaling system. There 264 

is a distinction between anticipated affect and affect actually experienced. Anticipated affect is the 265 

prediction of future affective states resulting from a particular decision [31]. This requires simulations of 266 

future internal states, but like all models they only offer a probability approximation at the time of 267 

decision of what will actually be experienced and may serve to provide primitive motivational guidance 268 

under conditions of cognitive uncertainty [31, 32]. Hence, it makes sense that anticipated affect rather 269 

than the concurrent affect informs cognitive evaluations of future risk.  270 

 271 

However, anticipated regret did not influence vaccination uptake through cognitive risk estimate. Unlike 272 

worry, regret does not reflect threat, but rather seems to be a secondary affective state generated along 273 

with self-blame, which might be thought of as a means of signaling an incorrect decision [33].  274 
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Anticipated regret simulates future negative feeling states that could be avoided if different action is (or is 275 

not) undertaken. Therefore, anticipated regret is unlikely to influence the probability of risk estimate but 276 

instead strongly influence intention to act. This is consistent with previous studies that report strong 277 

associations between anticipated regret and vaccination intention [12, 17, 34, 21, 20]. Previous studies 278 

combined anticipated regret for inaction and anticipated regret for action into one single scale (anticipated 279 

regret reduction) [13]. Our data showed the internal consistency of these two items to be very low, with 280 

anticipated regret for being vaccinated reversed coded, suggesting that these two items measure different 281 

constructs that influence behavioral change differently and thus it is inappropriate to combine them into 282 

one construct. Our model showed that while anticipated regret if not vaccinated was positively associated 283 

with vaccination intention, in addition to reducing vaccination uptake indirectly by reducing vaccination 284 

intention, anticipated regret if vaccinated also directly impeded vaccination uptake. Vaccination intention 285 

mediated the associations of both cognitive risk estimate and anticipated affect with vaccination uptake, 286 

and remained the strongest predictor for subsequent vaccination uptake though there remains a large 287 

intention-behavior gap [35-37], which may be attributable to planning differences [21]. This mediation 288 

model finally explained a total of 56.0% of variance in vaccination uptake, which is significantly superior 289 

to other cognitive models such as the Theory of Planned Behavior, which typically accounts for only 290 

around 35% of variance [38, 39]. 291 

 292 

This study had several limitations. First, the response rate in the follow-up survey was low though 293 

subjects lost to follow-up were only slightly younger. This suggests that students dropped out of the 294 

follow-up survey because of graduation leading to a slight increase in respondent mean age at follow-up. 295 

We had adjusted for age in the regression models to reduce the influence of age on the associations we 296 

examined. Second, respondents were either university students or staff, most relatively well-educated 297 

members of the community so findings may not generalize to the wider Hong Kong population. Third, the 298 

influenza A/H1N1 pandemic of 2009 may inadvertently have influenced the study results. The A/H1N1 299 

epidemic in Hong Kong lasted from June 2009 to November 2009 [25]. A/H1N1 vaccine was available 300 
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for at-risk populations such as the elderly and healthcare workers, from late December 2009 and for the 301 

general public from late January 2010 [21]. Hence data collection in Wave 2 may be influenced by both 302 

the outbreak of and the vaccination campaign against A/H1N1. However, in this analysis data on 303 

anticipated affect, cognitive risk perception, and vaccination intention were obtained during Wave 1, prior 304 

to the emergence of A/H1N1, and thereby the associations between these variables were not affected by 305 

the subsequent A/H1N1 outbreak. The only data obtained from Wave 2 for this analysis was the 306 

vaccination uptake against seasonal influenza.  It is possible that people may have sought seasonal 307 

influenza vaccination to avoid A/H1N1 influenza infection [40] though A/H1N1 was emphatically an 308 

entirely novel influenza strain compared to the circulating seasonal influenza types [41]. Additionally, 309 

since seasonal influenza vaccination uptake was self-reported, subjects who had received A/H1N1 310 

vaccine but not seasonal influenza vaccine may have been wrongly classified as having received seasonal 311 

influenza vaccine if they could not distinguish the two types of influenza vaccines. We excluded the small 312 

number (N=18) of subjects who reported having had received A/H1N1 vaccine to minimize the influence 313 

of this mis-classification. However, we expect that if these two scenarios did occur, the current positive 314 

associations of seasonal influenza vaccination uptake with anticipated affect, cognitive risk estimate and 315 

vaccination intention would be underestimated. Given vaccination uptake against A/H1N1 was extremely 316 

low in Hong Kong [21], therefore, any influence of A/H1N1 vaccination uptake on our study results is 317 

likely to have been limited. Finally, mediation analysis is mainly based on correlational data and therefore 318 

casual associations cannot be confirmed. Nevertheless, the excellent model fit indices provided by SEM 319 

and the high level of explained variance in seasonal vaccination uptake together provide strong support 320 

for potential casual associations between these variables.  321 

 322 

Conclusion 323 

Our mediation analyses using SEM suggest that anticipated affect could drive vaccination uptake through 324 

promoting cognitive risk estimate and vaccination intention. Anticipated regret about being vaccinated, 325 

being closely related to omission bias, could even hinder subsequent vaccination uptake directly. 326 
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Intention remains to be an important mediator of the associations of anticipated affect and cognitive risk 327 

estimate with vaccination uptake. 328 
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FIGURE LEGEND 427 

 428 

Fig. 1 Conceptual model for the mediation relationships between anticipated affect, cognitive risk 429 

estimate, vaccination intention and vaccination uptake. 430 

Path I and Path II specified in the above diagram represent the two exclusive hypotheses reflected in 431 

Model I (Path I - cognitive risk estimate influences anticipated affect) and Model II (Path II anticipated 432 

affect influences cognitive risk estimate) 433 

434 
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 435 

 436 

Fig. 2 Mediation analysis with Structural Equation Modeling for the relationship between 437 

anticipated affect, cognitive risk estimate, vaccination intention and vaccination uptake. 438 

Note: All numbers in the paths represent standardized path coefficients. The percentage shown in the vaccination 439 

uptake indicates the explained variances in vaccination uptake by the model. The Modified Model II was a revised 440 

version of the original Model II by removing a non-significant path from anticipated regret for not taking vaccine to 441 

perceived probability of infection;  a p<0.05, b p<0.001; CFI, Comparative Fit Index; TLI, Tucker-Lewis Index; 442 

RMSEA, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation443 

444 
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Table 1 Comparison of participants who completed and did not complete the follow-up survey, and who 445 

were and were not vaccinated by the time of the follow-up survey by their baseline demographics, 446 

vaccination history and vaccination intention. 447 

Variables 

Lost to 

follow 

(N=1239) 

Completed 

the follow-

up surveys 

(N=525) 

Vaccinated 

(N=74) 

Not 

vaccinated 

(N=451) 

Differences (p) a 

Female  62% 60% 57% 61% 0.479 (0.515) 

Aged ≥35 years  13% 18% 38% 14% 0.025 (<0.001) 

Single  83% 82% 68% 84% 0.541 (<0.001) 

Student (vs. employee) 68% 65% 46% 68% 0.199 (<0.001) 

Education: ≥Tertiary  76% 77% 69% 78% 0.560 (0.085) 

Past flu vaccination (yes) 38% 37% 70% 31% 0.697 (<0.001) 

Vaccination intention 

(somewhat/very/extremely 

likely) 

43% 41% 82% 34% 0.296 (<0.001) 

a p-Value outside the parentheses indicates the differences between respondents who completed the 448 

follow-up survey and those lost to follow while p-value inside the parentheses indicates the differences 449 

between respondents were and were not vaccinated in the follow-up. All p-values were from Pearson Chi-450 

square test.451 
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Table 2 Correlation matrix between vaccination uptake, cognitive risk estimate, anticipated affect and vaccination intention (N=507) a 452 

Variables Range b Mean (SD)c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1.Vaccination uptake 0-1 14%   1        

2. Perceived probability of infection 1-7 3.63 (1.18) 0.33f 1       

3. Perceived severity of infection 0-10 5.86 (2.02) 0.10d 0.24f 1      

4. Anticipated worry if not vaccinated 1-4 1.79 (0.70) 0.26f 0.46f 0.28f 1     

5. Anticipated worry if vaccinated 1-4 1.70 (0.74) 0.03 0.26f 0.12e 0.53f 1    

6. Anticipated regret if not vaccinated 1-4 1.70 (0.81) 0.21f 0.18f 0.23f 0.33f 0.06 1   

7. Anticipated regret if vaccinated 1-4 1.98 (1.02) -0.16f -0.03 0.08 0.06 0.19f 0.11d 1  

8. Vaccination intention 1-6 2.93 (1.37) 0.50f 0.36f 0.21f 0.40f 0.15f 0.38f -0.21f 1 

a Subjects who reported having had received A/H1N1 vaccine (N=18) were excluded from the analysis. 453 

b Range of the response scale of each variable. 454 

c Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) for each variable were presented except for vaccination uptake of which percentage was given.  455 

d p<0.05.  456 

e p<0.01. 457 

 f p<0.001. 458 
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Table 3 Logistic regression of follow-up vaccination uptake on cognitive risk estimate, anticipated affect 459 

and vaccination intention (N=507). 460 

Predictors Coefficient (standard errors) 

Model 1: Perceived probability of infection 0.74 (0.14)c 

Model 2: Perceived severity of infection 0.13 (0.08) 

Model 3: Anticipated worry if not vaccinated 0.99 (0.21)c 

Model 4: Anticipated worry if vaccinated 0.14 (0.20) 

Model 5: Anticipated regret if not vaccinated 0.58 (0.17)c 

Model 6: Anticipated regret if vaccinated -0.45 (0.18)a 

Model 7: Vaccination intention 1.41 (0.19) c 

Model 8:  

Perceived probability of infection 0.53 (0.16) b 

Anticipated worry if not vaccinated 0.59 (0.26) a 

Anticipated regret if not vaccinated 0.38 (0.20) a 

Anticipated regret if vaccinated -0.62 (0.21) c 

Model 9:  

Perceived probability of infection 0.30 (0.21) 

Anticipated worry if not vaccinated 0.09 (0.31) 

Anticipated regret if not vaccinated 0.01 (0.23) 

Anticipated regret if vaccinated -0.28 (0.23) 

Vaccination intention 1.21 (0.21) c 

Note: All regression models were controlled for significant demographic differences including age, 461 
marital status, occupation and past flu vaccination history; Perceived severity of influenza infection and 462 
anticipated worry if vaccinated were not included in Model 8 and Model 9 because they were not 463 
significantly associated with vaccination uptake after controlling for significant demographic differences 464 
and past flu vaccination history.  465 
a p<0.05. 466 
b p<0.01. 467 
c p<0.001. 468 
 469 




